
Lab 2 - C Pointers and Separate Compilation
CSCE 4114 – Embedded Systems – Fall 2019

Tasks: You must complete the following tasks during the lab session:

1. Create three files: lab2.c, lab2functions.c, lab2functions.h. lab2.c will have the main()
function, lab2functions will have helper functions.

2. Create a Makefile that compiles the program into an executeable called Lab2.out

3. Write a function called printArray in lab2functions.c that accepts 2 parameters: an
int pointer and an integer length, and prints out integers, incrementing the pointer for
each element in length.

4. Test the previous function by making an array of 0s in lab2.c of length 50, passing the
array and the length 50 to the the printArray function. e.g.

0: 0

1: 0

2: 0

3: 0

...

49: 0

5. Modify the printArray function to accept characters instead of integers. Modify the
main function to send the string literal “Hello, this is a string”, and execute the
program.

6. At this point, we want to make printArray accept a generic type and print. However,
the C standard does not allow passing of a “type”. Therefore, make two functions in
lab2functions.c: printInt(void* element), and printChar(void* element). You will need
to cast element and use printf with the correct flags.

7. Modify printArray to accept a void* array, and a void parameter function pointer that
accepts a void* parameter. e.g. void (*fun ptr)(void *). Have this function use the
function pointer to print each element.

8. Modify the main function by creating a function pointer referencing printInt, and
passing an integer array and the printInt function to printArray.

9. Modify the main function by creating a function pointer referencing printChar, and
passing a char array and the printChar function to printArray.

10. Enable printing of float values (3.3 format), and test the functionality

Lab Questions: Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. Use
the C manual, online class or reference resources, or the TA to assist if you do not know the
answer. Write these into a text document, and the TA must check off completion before you
leave lab.



1. Why can there be only 1 main() function?

2. What flags do you need to compile the program to an executable in the makefile?

3. When you increment the integer pointer by 1, does it increment the memory location
by 1 byte?

4. Why do you pass the array name to the printArray function, and not a reference to
the array name?

5. In task 5, what did you have to change to modify the function to printing characters
instead of integers?

6. In task 6, what would happen if you try to print by dereferencing the void* parameter
directly (give it a try).

7. Why are we passing void* into functions printInt and printFloat instead of int and
float values?

8. For task 10, what all did you have to modify to enable a new data type?

9. How could the printArray function be more generic?



Lab Report: For the report, create a document with:

• A coversheet that has your name, ID, and lab section

• The answers to all 9 questions

• The final code after task 10

These documents should be emailed to the TA before the beginning of the next lab.
Documents turned in after this deadline are subject to the course late policy.


